New Ford Mustang | Drive

Ford’s legendary Mustang is today no longer only about a burly V8.
Rishad Saam Mehta samples the EcoBoost-engined car through the
scenic roads and national parks of California and Oregon.
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W

hen the initial rumblings of a possible
road trip on the west coast of the US
started, my first thought was about the car
I would want to drive on this journey from
San Francisco to Mt Hood in Oregon through
some fine national parks.
Few cars can wear the ‘American icon’ badge
with so much pride, boast eye-catching road
presence and also be fun at the wheel as the
Ford Mustang.
Now in its 50th year of continuous production,
this was the car I would want to drive and
proceeded to try and make it happen.
A few weeks later, I hopped out of San
Francisco airport and into a 2015 Ingot Silver
Ford Mustang EcoBoost Fastback with
automatic transmission.
When it had first become clear (via an email
confirming the car) that I would not be driving the
GT with the V8 engine, I was a bit disappointed
because Mustang and V8 are two words that are
said together in one breath like ‘mac and cheese’.
But honestly, over the week that I spent with
the EcoBoost-engined car, I found it to be quite
the potent and exciting sports tourer; never mind
that behind the headlights sat an engine with four
cylinders arranged inline.
In that week, I also realised that the statement
old-timers would swear by, namely, “Son, there is
no replacement for displacement”, doesn’t quite
hold true anymore.
Since it’s been half a century for the pony
car, this Mustang has got a lot from the retro
gene pool with its classic long nose, short deck
proportions and the characteristic crease that
connects the front and rear wheel arches. But yet,
it also marks a series of firsts – the new 2.3-litre
engine, an independent rear suspension replacing
the solid rear axle and a right-hand-drive version.
The latter means that this car could be on its way
to India very soon.
When I started off from San Francisco towards
the Lassen Volcanic National Park, around 380km
to the north along US Highways 80, 505 and 5,
respectively, for the first few miles, I still held a
sort of a grudge against the EcoBoost. At speeds
that wouldn’t get me pulled over by the eagle-eyed
highway patrol, the exhaust note sounded like
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something Japanese and fuel-efficient. Yet, a few
hours later, I had to admit that this car was quite
the enjoyable cruiser since the engine didn’t fuss
and behave grumpy, ticking over at low rpms as
V8s often do.
Lassen National Park has various entrances
and the next morning, I entered via the south
west entrance past the Kohm Yah-mah-nee
Visitor Center to drive through the park and
head to Crater Lake 420km away. Since Lassen
doesn’t have any closing hours, I got there at first
light and sort of had the entire national park to
myself. This park has hydrothermal sulphur pools,
boiling mudpots and standing tall over all this is
the Lassen Peak, the world’s highest plug dome
volcano at 10,462ft. And through all this and
beyond the park, over the creased and crumpled
volcanic lava topography, is a twisty and smooth
tarmac road that is called the Volcanic Legacy
Scenic Byway.
On that second day with the car, I realised
the heady thrill that direct injection, coupled
with a turbo-charger, can deliver. At revs above
4,200rpm, the subtle exhaust note of the day
before’s cruising was replaced by some heavy
breathing and the turbo whistle came in sweet ◊

Lots of bling! Mustang logo projected by ORVMs.
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Tech behind the EcoBoost 2.3
IN ITS 50TH YEAR, the Mustang gallops past yet another historical
marker. 2015 marks the first time in history that all three
engines in the line-up – the V6, the EcoBoost and the V8 – are
more than 300bhp.
To develop the 2.3-litre EcoBoost engine, Ford used the same
architecture as its 240bhp 2.0-litre EcoBoost engine. However, this
is not that engine in rebored, modified form with new chipping; rather,
it is an all-new unit. This motor, built specifically for the Mustang and
with the knowledge that it will often be measured against the V8 ‘big
brother’, utilises a twin-scroll turbo charger that delivers a broad,
flat torque curve that lets the driver use every bit of the 306bhp.
As a result of this, when I was mashing down the throttle on those
tight corners in Oregon, the turbo was always on top of its game and
throttle response was lightening quick, without even a hint of lag.
This, combined with direct injection and variable camshafts, also
results in very good fuel efficiency.
Besides that it has been fortified yet lightened with generous bits
of steel and aluminium. This strong and robust mill represents quite
the state-of-the-art for production engines.
∆ and strong through all the dashboard cladding
and sound proofing. Since there is no rampant
explosion of power like a V8, I could drive this
car hard, constantly pushing the envelope a little
more each time, as I got comfortable with it.
Once I was out of the national park, I was going
hard and fast into tight corners, with the stiff
chassis (28 percent more twist resistant than the
previous gen) and the superb suspension keeping
everything tidy.
In fact, I was quite pleasantly surprised at how
quick and neat I could go around tight hairpins,
startling some grazing deer and sending hares
scurrying as the now rampant exhaust roar
bounced off long-dormant volcanic peaks.
On the straight and long US highways, the
Mustang did feel a little compliant and under
damped, and I expected a fair bit of body roll and
even some understeer when I hustled it around
corners later. But instead, there was precise turnin and mean grip. I was sure there would come
a point beyond which the laws of physics would
muscle past the electronic stability wizardry, but
even when I pushed really hard in the Sports
Plus mode, I couldn’t get the rear wheels to lose
traction on grippy tarmac. Needless to say,
I didn’t try the same in Track Mode since I was
in a national park.

After that morning rush through Lassen, I
settled down for a more relaxing drive, taking in
the sights along the 420km drive to Crater Lake.
As my hours at the wheel grew long, I started
appreciating the more subtle improvements
to this year’s model. The most pleasing, other
than the new engine, is the new interior. The

The Ford Mustang Fastback cuts a fine profile against the backdrop of the Lassen Volcanic National Park, California.
entire portion of the cabin has been enlarged
to increase legroom. While there is an upgrade
package that offers Recaro racing seats, the
new standard seats with revised bolstering
provide almost as much firm support as the
Recaros. The new interior does a slight overkill
with the bling but then this car is not meant to

be quiet, not by sound nor by sight. Toggle
switches for hazard lights, driving modes and
steering modes are nice retro bits and analogue
dials for oil pressure and turbo boost are also a
nice performance-inspired touch. The colour of
the dials and the ambient lighting can be changed
to various shades.

The central gauge displays carry track timers,
a G-meter and drive assist section where other
wizardry like adaptive cruise control and collision
warning can be fine-tuned.
The improved aerodynamics afforded by the
new shape reduce road noise which makes the
Shaker Pro audio system sound even sweeter.

To keep an eye on how quickly the Mustang
might be depleting my wallet, I could even use
the settings section to switch between imperial
and metric and was pleasantly surprised to
see that even with all my redlining, it was still
returning 30 miles to the gallon which equates
to 10.5kpl.
Later in the week, at Mt Hood National Park,
I was enjoying a quiet cup of morning coffee
after camping the night at Trillium Lake and
admiring the Mustang parked in front of the
beautiful water body. I was thinking about how
wrongly I had judged it just from the size of its
engine and the number of its cylinders, it had,
in fact, provided me with many wide smiles and
excitement over the twisty back roads of Oregon.
Just then, another camper docked his boat after
his morning paddle and asked me about the new
Mustang and the engine in it.
“Oh, this is the one for the girls,” he joked.
His remark, although spoken in jest, reflects
the plight of the EcoBoost Mustang. Because
the bigger and meaner 5.0-litre V8 is also fitted
into the same body, in America, where ‘biggeris-better’ is a revered mantra, this car will always
be overshadowed by the GT, even though it can
do 90 percent of what that V8 can and be a great
deal more frugal while at it.
But in our country, where getting more from
less is a most attractive quality, this Mustang
will deliver to the heart! AI

FORD MUSTANG 2.3
Price
L/W/H
Wheelbase
Kerb weight
Engine
Installation
Power
Torque
Gearbox

Rs 65-70 lakh (est, ex-showroom, Delhi)
4782/1915/1381mm
2720mm
1598kg
4 cyls, 2253cc, turbo-petrol
Mid, longitudinal, RWD
305.75bhp at 5500rpm
32.63kgm at 3000rpm
6-speed automatic

GO, DO IT
YOU TOO CAN do a trip like this; here’s how.
Hire a Mustang beforehand online – all major
car hire companies in the US have Mustangs
in their fleet. However, specify exactly the model
you want.
Fly Etihad Airways to the US. The airline’s
US immigrations and customs pre-clearance
facility in Abu Dhabi simply makes it the best way
to arrive in the US. Just hop off the plane, collect
your luggage and walk out. Plus, they have great
connections from Indian cities, comfortable seats
and great service.
For all your research on visiting the US or the
national parks, visit gousa.in and nps.gov/index.
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Big dials, toggle switches, big capacitive touchscreen and a boost pressure gauge give a good sports tourer feel.

Besides regular information like range and consumption, the MFD has applications that are meant for trackdays.
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